1. The legend is from the Transport Medium alphabet at the ‘x’-heights shown.
2. The outlines of the tiles do not form part of the sign.
3. Details of the symbols are given on drwgs. S 24 and S 25 sheet 1.
4. The colours are as follows:
   - Legend, symbol ______ White
   - Background ______ Blue
5. The ‘x’-heights shown are given in millimetres, all other dimensions are given in stroke widths (i.e. 1s/w = 1/4‘x’-height).
6. Variants:
   (a) ‘RIGHT’ (‘DDE’) may be varied to ‘LEFT’ (‘CHMTH’) and the symbols reversed.
   (b) ‘RIGHT’ (‘DDE’) may be varied to ‘BOTH WAYS’ (‘DDAU GYFEIRIAD’) as shown on drawing WAG/P 963.3.
   (c) ‘BUS LANE’ (‘LON FYSTIAU’) may be varied to ‘BUS LANES’ (‘LONEYDD BYSTIAU’)
   (d) ‘CYCLE LANE’ (‘LON FEICIAU’) may be varied to ‘CYCLE LANES’ (‘LONEYDD BEICIAU’) or ‘CYCLE TRACK’ (‘TRAC BEICIAU’).
7. The order of languages may be reversed if required.